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This paper is mainly research the punitive damages of the commodity 
houses trading. Currently, there are mainly laws in the system of the punitive 
damages, such as the Article 49 of the Consumers Protection Law., Article 8, 
Article 9 and Article 14 of the judicial interpretation of commodity house 
transactions. The paper comprehensive uses the method of social analysis, the 
method of normative analysis and the method of compare. It considers there are 
some defects to protect consumers thought judicial interpretation of commodity 
house transactions. If we want to make the protections better, we should 
administrate commodity house via the Consumers Protection Law. But 
Identified fraud, should keep a conservative attitude. Otherwise, it will against 
the real intention of punitive damages. There are four parts in this paper: 
Chapter first is the definition of punitive damages, including the definition, 
established condition, function, and compensatory damages relations. There are 
four parts. 
Chapter second is the nature of the Article 49 of the Consumers Protection 
Law, this part includes: legislative background and legislative objectives, 
statutory responsibility nature, constitutive requirements. 
Chapter third is a lack analysis of the judicial interpretation of commodity 
house transactions，Including the applicable conditions, the differences between 
the Article 49 of the Consumers Protection Law, and its defects. There are many 
drawbacks of judicial interpretation on commodity house transactions: 
insufficient punishing, applicable condition demanding, taking account of 
Estate operator, insufficient protecting consumers, etc  
Chapter four introduces the reason that administrating commodity house 
transactions via the Article 49 of the Consumers Protection Law. Administrate 













should keep a conservative attitude. The chapter includes two parts of contents 
mainly: 1. The legitimacy of the Article 49 of the Consumers Protection Law., 
which is a premise to administrating commodity house.2.After analyzing 
several opposed views of the Article 49 of the Consumers Protection Law., the 
author of this paper present the standpoint, which is should protect consumers 
rights via the Consumers Protection Law. It including the four-point: position 
of buyers is increasingly weaker、strong estate operator、commodity house 
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